


1 Introduction

Descriptive set theory is a branch of mathematics studying the structure of subsets of the
real line, or in general, Polish spaces (separable, completely metrisable topological spaces).
The most fundamental concept of descriptive set theory is the so called Borel hierarchy.
Let X be a Polish space. A subset of X is called Borel if it is an element of the smallest
σ-algebra containing all open subsets of X. The collection of Borel subsets of X is denoted
by ∆1

1(X). Borel sets naturally form a hierarchy that can be defined inductively:

Σ0
1(X) is the set of open sets,

if ξ < ω1 is an ordinal then

Π0
ξ(X) is the set of the complements of sets in Σ0

ξ(X)

and
Σ0

ξ(X) = {
⋃

n∈ω

An : An ∈ Π0
ξn
(X) for some ξn < ξ}.

The sets Σ0
ξ(X) and Π0

ξ(X) are called the ξth additive and multiplicative classes of the
Borel hierarchy, respectively. It is well known that the collection of the subsets of an
uncountable Polish space is much larger than the class of the Borel sets. For example, the
continuous image of a Borel set is not necessarily Borel. Continuous images of Borel sets
are called analytic, their complements are called coanalytic sets, denoted by Σ1

1(X) and
Π1

1(X). These are the first two classes of the so called projective hierarchy.

Another very important classification is the Baire hierarchy of functions. Let us denote
by B0(X) the family of real valued continuous functions on X. The Baire classes are also
defined inductively, as follows. Let ξ < ω1 be an ordinal. A function is called a Baire
class ξ function (or equivalently, it is the element of Bξ(X)) if it is the pointwise limit of
functions that are all in Baire classes of indices less than ξ.

The investigation of the Borel, projective and Baire hierarchies was initiated a century
ago and it is still a very active field. The thesis is concerned with four problems related
to the classes defined above.

2 Hulls of Haar null sets

In Chapter 2 of the thesis we investigate the properties of negligible sets in abelian Polish
groups, i. e. abelian topological groups whose topology is Polish.
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Definition. Let (G,+) be an abelian Polish group and µ be a measure on G. We say that
µ is a Haar measure on G if it is a non-trivial translation invariant regular Borel measure
that is finite for compact sets.

So a Haar measure on a Polish group is basically a well-behaved translation invariant
measure. Recall that a Polish group is locally compact if each of its points has an open
neighbourhood with compact closure. The following classical fact shows that there is no
Haar measure on ‘too large’ groups.

Theorem. (Haar, Weil) Let (G,+) be an abelian Polish group. There exists a Haar
measure on G if and only if G is locally compact.

However, the concept of Haar negligible sets can be generalised to the non-locally compact
case as well, this was done first by Christensen [1] and later independently by Hunt, Sauer
and Yorke [4] as follows.

Definition. A set S ⊂ G is called Haar null if there exists a Borel set B ⊃ S and a Borel
probability measure µ on G such that µ(B + g) = 0 for every g ∈ G.

An argument using convolution shows that this notion coincides with the notion of null sets
with respect to the Haar measure in locally compact groups. Moreover, it can be proved
that the collection of Haar null sets is translation invariant and closed under countable
unions. Hence this concept is indeed a good generalisation of the Haar measure zero sets
to the non-locally compact case. So it is very natural to ask which properties of Haar null
sets in locally compact groups remain valid in the non-locally compact setting.

Answering a question of Mycielski [8] we prove that in the non-locally compact case certain
regularity properties are not true anymore.

Theorem 2.0.3. If G is a non-locally compact abelian Polish group then there exists a
Borel Haar null set B ⊂ G that cannot be covered by a Π0

2(G) (in other words Gδ) Haar
null set.

Actually, the proof immediately yields that Π0
2 can be replaced by any other class of the

Borel hierarchy.

Theorem 2.0.4. If G is a non-locally compact abelian Polish group and 1 ≤ ξ < ω1 then
there exists a Borel Haar null set B ⊂ G that cannot be covered by a Π0

ξ Haar null set.

In order to be able to formulate the next question we need to introduce a slightly modified
notion of Haar nullness.
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Numerous authors actually use the following weaker definition, in which B is only required
to be universally measurable. A set is called universally measurable if it is measurable
with respect to every Borel probability measure (here Borel measures are identified with
their completions).

Definition. A set X ⊂ G is called generalised Haar null if there exists a universally
measurable set B ⊃ X and a Borel probability measure µ on G such that µ(B + g) = 0
for every g ∈ G.

Since Solecki [9] proved that every analytic generalised Haar null set is contained in a
Borel Haar null set, the following result is optimal and solves a problem from Fremlin’s
problem list [3].

Theorem 2.0.8. Not every generalised Haar null set is Haar null. More precisely, if G is
a non-locally compact abelian Polish group then there exists a coanalytic generalised Haar
null set P ⊂ G that cannot be covered by a Borel Haar null set.

3 Order types representable by Baire class 1 functions

Chapter 3 tackles the problem of characterisation of the linearly ordered sets of Baire class
1 functions on Polish spaces ordered by the pointwise ordering. If X is a Polish space, the
set B1(X) forms a partially ordered set (poset) with the pointwise ordering <p, that is,
f <p g if for every x ∈ X we have f(x) ≤ g(x) and there exists an x such that f(x) < g(x).
The investigation of this poset was initiated by Kuratowski [6], who proved that it contains
no uncountable strictly monotone transfinite sequences. Solving a problem that was posed
by Laczkovich in the 1970s we give a full characterisation of the linearly ordered subsets
of this poset in terms of a universal linearly ordered set.

Let us use the following notation.

Definition. Let (P,<P ) and (Q,<Q) be two posets. We say that P is embeddable into Q,
in symbols (P,<P ) →֒ (Q,<Q) if there exists a map Φ : P → Q such that for every p, q ∈ P

if p <P q then Φ(p) <Q Φ(q). If (L,<L) is a linear ordering and (L,<L) →֒ (Q,<Q) then
we also say that L is representable in Q.

The universal linearly ordered set is defined as follows. First, recall that every ordinal δ
can be uniquely written in the form γ + n where γ is a limit ordinal and n is a natural
number. If n is odd then δ is called odd, otherwise δ is called even.
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Definition. Let [0, 1]<ω1

ց0 be the set of strictly decreasing well-ordered transfinite sequences

in [0, 1] with last element zero. Let x̄ = (xα)α≤ξ, x̄
′ = (x′

α)α≤ξ′ ∈ [0, 1]<ω1

ց0 be distinct and
let δ be the minimal ordinal such that xδ 6= x′

δ. We say that

(xα)α≤ξ <altlex (x′
α)α≤ξ′ ⇐⇒ (δ is even and xδ < x′

δ) or (δ is odd and xδ > x′
δ).

Thus, the universal linearly ordered set is basically the set of strictly decreasing sequences
ordered lexicographically, with the ordering reversed at every odd level.

Now we can formulate our result.

Theorem 3.2.13. Let X be an uncountable Polish space. Then the following are equivalent
for a linear ordering (L,<):

(1) (L,<) →֒ (B1(X), <p)

(2) (L,<) →֒ ([0, 1]<ω1

ց0 , <altlex)

In fact, the partial orders ([0, 1]<ω1

ց0 , <altlex) and (B1(X), <p) are embeddable into each
other.

Using this result, we easily reprove the known theorems and we answer all the known open
questions concerning the linearly ordered sets of Baire class 1 functions. Namely, we prove
the following statements.

(1) The linear orders representable by Baire class 1 functions are the same in all uncount-
able Polish spaces (Theorem 3.2.13, (1) ⇔ (2)).

(2) Every linearly ordered set that is representable is also representable by characteristic
functions (Theorem 3.2.13, (1) ⇒ (3)).

(3) Lexicographical countable products of representable linearly ordered sets are also rep-
resentable (Theorem 3.4.2).

(4) Completions of a representable linearly ordered sets are not necessarily representable
(Theorem 3.4.12).

(5) Kuratowski: ω1 and ω∗
1 are not representable (Theorem 3.4.12).

(6) Komjáth: a forcing-free proof of the non-representability of Suslin lines (Theorem
3.3.2).

(7) Elekes-Steprāns: under MA every order of cardinality less then c is representable if
and only if ω1 or ω∗

1 is not embeddable into it (Theorem 3.3.8).
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4 Ranks on the Baire class ξ functions

A rank function on a set A is a function that assigns an ordinal to every element of A.
Ranks play a central role in descriptive set theory. One can think of a rank as a function
that measures the complexity of the elements of the set A: the higher the rank of an
element, the larger its complexity.

Kechris and Louveau [5] built an extensive theory of ranks defined on the first Baire class.
Chapter 4 deals with defining well behaved ranks on Baire class ξ for ξ ≥ 2. Surprisingly,
the most natural approach to generalise the Baire class 1 ranks does not work on the
Baire class ξ functions. Namely, we prove that several rank functions are bounded in ω1,
so these can be regarded as degenerate. However, using topology refinements we construct
well-behaved ranks.

In order to be able to formulate this we need some preparation. For θ, θ′ < ω1 let us
define the relation θ . θ′ if θ′ ≤ ωη =⇒ θ ≤ ωη for every 1 ≤ η < ω1 (we use ordinal
exponentiation here). Now let θ ≈ θ′ if θ . θ′ and θ′ . θ. Define the translation map
Tt : R → R by Tt(x) = x + t for every x ∈ R. For a set F we denote the characteristic
function of F by χF .

Theorem 4.4.23. There exists a map ρ : Bξ(R) → ω1 such that

• ρ is unbounded in ω1, moreover, for every non-empty perfect set P ⊆ R and ordinal
ζ < ω1 there is a function f ∈ Bξ(R) such that f is 0 outside of P and ρ(f) ≥ ζ,

• ρ is translation-invariant, i.e., ρ(f ◦ Tt) = ρ(f) for every f ∈ Bξ(R) and t ∈ R,

• ρ is essentially linear, i.e., ρ(cf) ≈ ρ(f) and ρ(f + g) . max{ρ(f), ρ(g)} for every
f, g ∈ Bξ(R) and c ∈ R \ {0},

• ρ(f · χF ) . ρ(f) for every closed set F ⊆ R and f ∈ Bξ(R).

This theorem can be directly applied to show that certain infinite systems of functional
equations have no solutions, as it was pointed out in [2].

5 Coanalytic sets and V = L

Chapter 5 is devoted to the precise formulation and generalisation of a method discovered
by A. W. Miller [7]. Transfinite induction is a basic tool in mathematics to construct
objects with prescribed properties. In general, the resulting set is not definable and it does
not have any regularity properties such as measurability or the Baire property. However,
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Miller suggested a method to inductively construct, under certain assumptions, such sets
that are coanalytic. Coanalytic sets are known to be measurable and they have the Baire
property.

His method works only consistently relatively to the axioms of ZFC, assuming the axiom
V = L. This axiom basically states that every set can be constructively defined from the
ordinals. One of the difficulties in the proof of this method is that it uses both the theory
of L and effective descriptive set theory.

We formulate a black box condition that can be used in such situations without under-
standing the theories behind Miller’s argument. Roughly speaking, our theorem states
that if given a transfinite induction that picks a real xα at each step α, the set of possible
choices is nice and large enough then the induction can be realised so that it produces a
coanalytic set.

To make the notion of largeness precise, we have to use Turing reducibility. Let M be Rn,
2ω, P(ω) or ωω.

Definition. Suppose that x, y ∈ M . We say that x is Turing reducible to y if there exists
a Turing machine such that if the digits of y are written on the second tape and an input
n ∈ N is written on the first tape then it stops in finitely many steps and outputs the nth
digit of x on the first tape. This relation is denoted by x ≤T y. Let us say that A ⊂ M is
cofinal in the Turing degrees, if for every x ∈ M there exists a y ∈ A such that x ≤T y.

If S ⊂ X × Y and x ∈ X we denote the x-section of S (i. e. {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ S}) with
Sx. For a set H the set of countable sequences of elements of H is denoted by H≤ω. Note
that if M is a Polish space then there is a natural Polish structure on M≤ω.

Definition. Let F ⊂ M≤ω × B ×M , and X ⊂ M . We say that X is compatible with F

if there exist enumerations B = {pα : α < ω1}, X = {xα : α < ω1} and for every α < ω1

a sequence Aα ∈ M≤ω that is an enumeration of {xβ : β < α} in type ≤ ω such that
(∀α < ω1)(xα ∈ F(Aα,pα)) holds.

This definition is basically describing that in each step of the transfinite induction we pick
an element from a set F(Aα,pα) which depends on the set of the previous choices Aα and
the αth parameter pα.

Theorem 5.0.12. (V = L) Let B be an uncountable Borel subset of an arbitrary Polish
space. Suppose that F ⊂ M≤ω×B×M is a coanalytic set and for all p ∈ B, A ∈ M≤ω the
section F(A,p) is cofinal in the Turing degrees. Then there exists a coanalytic set X that is
compatible with F .

Using the black box condition we prove that assuming V = L there exists a coanalytic
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(1) 2-point set, that is, a subset of the plane that intersects every line in exactly two
points (Theorem 5.4.2),

(2) Hamel basis (Corollary 5.3.11),

(3) maximal infinite family of infinite subsets of ω such that the intersection of any two
elements is finite (Theorem 5.4.1),

(4) an uncountable subset of the plane that intersects every C1 curve in countably many
points (Theorem 5.4.5).

Except for (1) it is known that these results are optimal, namely there are no analytic sets
with such properties.

We also prove that the assumption of V = L cannot be dropped here, a model where our
black box condition works must be fairly close to L.

Theorem 5.3.4. If the conclusion of Theorem 5.0.12 holds then there exists a Σ1
2 well-

ordering of the reals. In particular, every real is constructible.
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